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Abstract
This contribution deals with the possibilities of schools’ results 
evaluation and unbiased assessment of the so called education 
value-added. Value-added models in education express school 
contribution to the progress of a pupil in relation to predetermined 
educational goals. The article is a comparison of two methods of 
the value-added assessment: method of relative shift and relative 
gain of knowledge method. The focus is laid on the school’s fi eld 
of study as a factor which could, to a considerable extent, aff ect the 
measurement results. Both methods are used for relatively wide 
range of data drawn from results of secondary school pupils value-
added assessments and are compared in respect to the schools’ 
classifi cation according to their fi eld of study. The results show that 
the fi eld of study is a signifi cant factor infl uencing the value-added 
assessment outcomes and have to be taken into account.
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Introduction

Value-added assessment and relative gain 
of knowledge
In present times of changes in the educational system and 
regarding the pressure put on elementary and secondary school 
students’ progress in the level of education, the necessity of 
schools’ results evaluation is relevant. 
One of the possible measurement forms is the value-added 
assessment based on fi nding out what part a certain school 
plays in pupil’s progress (Lissitz , 2005; Malach, Malcik, 2010). 
Here, results from two diff erent time segments at given school 
are compared. In this respect, test results from separate key 
phases of the education process may serve to determine the 
value-added level. Although it is clear that even the value-added 
assessment does not take into account the whole spectrum of 
factors aff ecting pupils’ outcomes, and thus it will not solve the 
problems in measuring a particular contribution of the given 
school to the pupil’s progress, it is still notable improvement 
against using mere test results.
The OECD defi nition by Educational policy institute (2008): 
“Value-added models in education express school contribution 
to the progress of a pupil in relation to predetermined 
educational goals. Contribution is a value rid of the other factors 
instrumental to progress in pupil’s education.” The value-added 
assessment models could be divided in two basic groups:

Simple – assessment is realized in two diff erent time • 
segments
Contextual – takes into account also factors not infl uenced • 
by the school

The value-added score of a school is aff ected by information of 
contextual character on three levels.

Students enrolling at school have been prepared variously 1. 
in the tested subjects along with other contextual 
characteristics as socioeconomic status, Income Deprivation 
Aff ecting Children Index (IDACI), special educational 
needs, and so on.
The information on their contextual situation is presented 2. 
during the whole period of school att endance in terms of 
improvement possibilities.
Schools have their educational programmes built up 3. 
variously regarding the study plans and curricula.

Since the only contextual information available was the fi eld of 
study, we could not have applied the multiple regression method 
for the relative shift calculation. One of the possibilities then was 
to calculate the relative shift, in accordance with so called fi elds, 
when each secondary school class partaking in these tests was 
assigned one of the nine fi elds of study according to a unifi ed 
dial. Separate fi elds were then assigned to “similar” schools with 
similar educational programme frames and their value-added 
score is to a certain extent comparable. We have distinguished 
the following fi elds: 1. Grammar schools, 2. Lyceum schools, 3. 
Technical schools, 4. Scientifi c schools, 5. Economic schools, 6. 
Services, 7. Pedagogical, social and health-care oriented schools, 
8. Social science oriented schools, and 9. Art schools.
Main goal of the article is to compare how the results diff er in the 
sequence of schools with regard to the both methods mentioned 
– “Total relative shift” and “Total relative gain”. Fields of study 
as a socio-economic factor and it’s impact to the value-added 
school results is also investigated.
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Material and Methods

Relative gain of knowledge 
One of the models used in practice is the model of relative 
gain of knowledge (Malčík and Krpec, 2010). For obtaining the 
student’s value-added score, we need to know to what extent 
the student’s outcomes worsened or improved compared 
with possible presuppositions. By “possible presuppositions” 
are meant results coincident with results of similar students 
from diff erent schools. The similarity of students should be 
considered from the viewpoint of previous results as the best 
presupposition for the results in future (Malčík, 2007). 
For calculation of the relative gain of knowledge we use a linear 
regression model based on pupil’s knowledge measurement in 
two diff erent time segments between input and output results, 
see e.g. (McCaff rey, Lockwood, Koretz  and Louis, 2004; Liu, 
2011; Sanders and Horn, 1994). Figure 1 illustrates the process of 
delimiting the value-added score in two subjects. The horizontal 
axis demonstrates input results; output results are illustrated by 
the vertical axis. The fi eld with pupils’ results data is represented 
by regressive line which is, after subjects and fi elds of study, 
calculated using the equation:

yij(2) =a0+a1yij(1) +εij,
while

i – a label of pupil in terms of j-th school,
yij(2) – fi nal test result,
yij(1) – previous testing results,
a0, a1 – regressive coeffi  cient,
εij – accidental error normally divided, independent 
and with identical variance for each student.

The regressive line roughly interprets average outcomes 
of students who were placed at a certain point of the input 
information axis by their previous results.

OUTPUT:

INPUT:
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100% Czech Language

Mathematics 

2
1

4

3 Relative gain of Knowledge
in Mathematics 
worse than expected

Relative Gain of Knowledge
in Czech Language
better than expected

Figure 1 – Method of calculating the Relative gain of knowledge
The Figure 1 shows that student 2, entering with a success 
rate of 64%, will probably have an output result reaching 54% 
in mathematics. This rate is the presumed success rate of the 
student. 
Provided the student will reach bett er than the presumed 
results – and in fact half the students always reach bett er than 
the presumed results – the student has a “positive residue”. 
Residue is defi ned as diff erence between the actually reached 
success rate and the success rate presumed on the basis of 
regression line. If the student obtains worse mark than has been 
presumed, then he or she has a “negative residue”, as student 
4 in Figure1 has in mathematics. Residues are often referred to 
as benchmarks of the value-added score. Yet, it will be certainly 
more accurate if we refer to them as a relative value-added. Some 
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of the students reached higher value-added score than others, 
as suggested by their residues. 

Relative shift
Another way to measure the level of education among pupils is 
to evaluate the so called Relative shift of a pupil (Vector Module 
3). It is a ratio expressing the extent of progress or downgrade 
in a certain test. It is a rate of progress (downgrade) of a pupil 
against his or her maximum possible progress (downgrade).
Calculation of relative shift for progress:

 %
100 percentileinput

percentileinputpercentileoutput
−

−
.

Calculation of relative shift for downgrade:  

%
percentileinput

percentileinputpercentileoutput −
.

Percentile may be interpreted as a ratio of those outperformed 
by the participant (Chráska, 2007, pp. 202-204). The input 
percentile is then the one reached by pupil in the input test, the 
output percentile the one reached in the output test.

Hasse diagrams
The numbered hubs represent individual fi elds of study, while 
the direction of arrows signals statistically signifi cant divergence 
between the given subjects (i.e. rejection of the zero hypothesis 
of congruity of mean values). The arrows are directed from the 
fi elds with higher mean value to those with lower mean value. 
Hubs not connected with an arrow are incommensurable (i.e. 
the zero hypothesis was not rejected). Boldness of an arrow 

represents an extent of signifi cance to which the zero hypothesis 
was rejected (thin line for the level of 0.05, then 0.01, 0.005 and 
the thickest line for the level of 0.001). Colour (shades of grey) 
of the hub also represents relative information on the mean 
value of the given subject and the hub size represents variance 
of values. 

Description of a tested set
For the comparison we have made use of a set of results from 
testing which excluded pupils who had results of input or 
output test between 2007 and 2010 years from some of the three 
subjects either missing or the result was zero. This set comprised 
4,714 pupils of the fi rst year from 83 secondary schools in the 
Moravian-Silesian region who were examined in three subjects: 
Czech language (CL), mathematics (MA), English language 
(EL). The original tests also included the German language, but 
due to low participation of pupils from various fi elds of study 
it was decided only for the learners of English. Pupils’ division 
into separate fi elds of study was as follows:
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Field No. of pupils
1 1,603
2 485
3 1,205
4 103
5 365
6 432
7 404
8 76
9 41

total 4,714
Table 1: Number of pupils divided into separate fi elds of study

Results 

Comparison of outcomes of “Total relative gain” and 
“Total relative shift”
Firstly, we will have a look at a comparison of the averages of 
“Total relative gain” and “Total relative shift” in each individual 
fi eld. We will see a list of individual fi elds ordered by the “Total 
relative gain” and “Total relative shift” in individual subjects.
The order of Czech language is identical in the fi rst three 
positions, diff erences occur between the fourth and fi fth 
position and between the sixth and seventh position. Since the 
diff erences in “Total relative shift” averages between the fourth 
and fi fth position and also in “Total relative shift” between the 
sixth and seventh position are not statistically signifi cant, the 
reversed order could have been coincidental. We may presume 
that the order shows no signifi cant variances.

In the rest of subjects (mathematics, English language) the 
sequence of fi elds does not vary at all. Thus it can be presumed 
that there is no cardinal diff erence between both methods.

Field
Average “Total 
relative shift” in

 CL
Field Average “Total 

relative gain” in CL

1 0.10 1 4.23
8 0.01 8 0.33
2 -0.01 2 0.08
5 -0.07 9 -0.84
9 -0.08 5 -1.64
4 -0.09 7 -2.29
7 -0.09 4 -2.62
3 -0.12 3 -2.89
6 -0.14 6 -3.53

Field
Average “Total 
relative shift”

 in MA
Field Average “Total 

relative gain” in MA

1 0.13 1 7.31
2 0.01 2 0.81
3 -0.05 3 -1.58
5 -0.06 5 -2.80
8 -0.08 8 -5.27
4 -0.14 4 -6.84
6 -0.18 6 -8.06
7 -0.24 7 -10.09
9 -0.31 9 -12.62
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Field
Average “Total 
relative shift” in

 EL
Field Average “Total relative 

gain” in  EL

1 0.06 1 3.12

9 0.05 9 1.97

5 0.02 5 0.22

2 -0.01 2 -0.52

3 -0.07 3 -1.73

7 -0.10 7 -2.16

8 -0.10 8 -2.47

6 -0.13 6 -2.95

4 -0.22 4 -4.78
Table 2 to 7: Total relative shift and total relative gain in Czech 

language, mathematics and English language 
Let us see now how the results diff er in the sequence of schools 
with regard to the both methods mentioned – “Total relative 
shift” and “Total relative gain”. “Total relative shift” or “Total 
relative gain” of a given school is delimited as an average value 
of “Total relative shift” or “Total relative gain” of all pupils 
from the relevant school (Raudenbush and Willms, 1995). If 
we sequence individual schools in accordance with “Total 
relative shift” and “Total relative gain”, we will fi nd out that 
the diff erences are more remarkable. We will rank the fi rst ten 
schools by the average of “Total relative gain” and associate 
them with general ranking according to the average of “Total 
relative shift” in tests from Czech language. We will proceed 
identically with the last ten schools according to “Total relative 
gain” in Czech language.

School Ranking by “Total 
relative gain” in CL

Ranking in “Total 
relative shift” in CL

X 1 5
XXV 2 17
XXII 3 3
LXI 4 11

LXXX 5 41
LX 6 1
XII 7 10
III 8 9
XL 9 13

XLIX 10 12
. . .
. . .
. . .

XIX 74 26
XXX 75 81
XLIII 76 51
LXXV 77 78

LV 78 54
XV 79 60

XXXIII 80 71
VIII 81 56

L 82 61
XVII 83 82

Table 8: Variances in Total relative gain and Total relative shift 
The table proves large variances. For example, school LXXX is, 
regarding the average of “Total relative gain”, on the fi fth place, 
while in terms of “Total relative shift” it is as far as on the 41st 
place. Similarly, school XIX is with its average of “Total relative 
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gain” back on 74th position, its average of “Total relative shift” 
is on 26th position. If we determine the diff erence between the 
averages of “Total relative gain” and “Total relative shift”, we 
will fi nd out that the most signifi cant gap is 60 positions in the 
case of school on the 23th position in its average of “Total relative 
gain” and on 83th position, which is the last one, in its average of 
“Total relative shift”.
The diff erences in ranking are not so signifi cant in mathematics 
and English language tests, as they are in the case of Czech 
language. The largest ranking diff erence in mathematics 
between the averages of “Total relative gain” and “Total relative 
shift” is 14 positions and the same gap is 18 positions in the case 
of English language.
Let us now examine in what manner the school rankings 
correlate the averages of “Total relative gain” and “Total relative 
shift”.
The Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi  cient between the school 
rankings in accordance to the averages of “Total relative gain” 
and “Total relative shift” in the case of Czech language is 0.604. 
The value of correlation coeffi  cient proves that, even if some 
of the schools vary signifi cantly in their ratings, the diff erence 
in total school rankings is not that remarkable. The correlation 
dependence in mathematics is very high. The Spearman’s rank 
correlation coeffi  cient between the school rankings in accordance 
to the averages of “Total relative gain” and “Total relative 
shift” in the subject of mathematics is 0.981, so the variation in 
rankings is minimal. And so is the coeffi  cient between the school 
rankings in accordance to the averages of “Total relative gain” 
and “Total relative shift” in English language which is 0.975, 
thus the correlation dependence is again signifi cant. 

As the correlation analysis shows, in the subject of Czech 
language more remarkable variations occur. The variations in 
mathematics or English language are almost negligible. 
Another way of confronting both methods is to compare the fi nal 
ranking of individual pupils in “Total relative gain” and “Total 
relative shift” in the subject of Czech language. The largest gap 
in ratings is 2,012 positions. These considerable diff erences 
appear with pupils who had relatively high input ranking, so 
their relative shift is not very signifi cant. Considering the fi rst 
15 pupils with the largest gaps in ranking, we fi nd out that 
these pupils had excellent outcomes in both input and output 
tests. Their relative shift ranks them among the average, but in 
regard to their relative gain they rank among the best 500 out 
of the total of 4,714 pupils. No signifi cant diff erences in pupil 
rankings occur in either method in tests from mathematics and 
English language. 

Analysis of value-added assessment outcomes variance 
among fi elds of study
We also carried out an analysis of variance in “Total relative 
gain” and “Total relative shift” of the fi elds of study. In all cases 
the statistic tests very strongly reject the zero hypothesis about 
non-existent diff erences among the fi elds of study (each with 
the p-value lower than 2.2x10-16, see the table for values of the 
F-statistics). 

Subject
F-statistic value for

relative shift relative gain
Czech language 30.307 61.702

Mathematics 43.025 76.910
English language 17.907 26.778

Table 9: F-statistic value for relative gain and relative shift 
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We calculated also a set of two selective Student t-tests (non-
pooled SD) for each subject to prove statistically signifi cant 
diff erences between individual fi eld-of-study couples. To 
prevent the simultaneous statistic interference we have used 
the Holm’s scheme. The results of this testing are demonstrated 
graphically using the Hasse diagrams (Burda, 2006).

                    
a) CL relative gain  b) CL relative shift

                          
c) MA relative gain  d) MA relative shift

               
e) EL relative gain  f) EL relative shift

Drawing comparison between “Relative gain of the fi eld 
of study” and “Relative shift of the fi eld of study”
The analysis of variance in the previous part tells us that some 
fi elds diff er signifi cantly in their results. Pupils ordinarily select 
subjects which are suitable for them and which correspond with 
their skills and capabilities. This fact made us decide for the 
results comparison with the fi eld of study as a factor aff ecting the 
value-added assessment to eliminate the pupils’ input qualities 
and assess the value-added score only. We delimited the relative 
gain for each pupil calculated always under the terms of the 
fi eld of study, hereafter as “Relative gain of the fi eld of study”, 
and we also delimited the relative shift calculated only under 
the terms of the fi eld of study, hereafter as “Relative shift of the 
fi eld of study”.
Comparison of school rankings in “Total relative gain” and 
“Relative gain of the fi eld of study” in each subject will be 
dealt with in the next chapter. Now we will have a look at a 
comparison of school rankings in “Relative gain of the fi eld of 
study” and “Relative shift of the fi eld of study” in individual 
subjects.
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Considering the model where “fi eld” means a factor aff ecting 
the value-added score, no signifi cant diff erences can be found 
between the two methods. Even in the subject of Czech language 
the Spearman’s ranking correlation coeffi  cient is 0.928, i.e. very 
high correlation dependence in ranking. The largest gap is 32 
positions. Sources of such diff erences are suggestion for further 
research and they will not be covered more in this article.
Regarding the school rankings in accordance to “Relative gain 
of the fi eld of study” and “Relative shift of the fi eld of study” 
in mathematics, the Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi  cient is 
0.942. The following chart shows that diff erences between both 
models are comparatively small in the fi rst ten places.

School
Ranking by “Relative 

gain of the fi eld of study” 
in MA

Ranking by “Relative shift 
of the fi eld of study” in MA

XXVIII 1 1
X 2 2

LXVIII 3 3
LXVII 4 4

LIII 5 11
XIV 6 9
LVII 7 15
XLII 8 19
XIII 9 7

XXIV 10 6
. . .
. . .
. . .

IV 74 79
LX 75 77

LXXX 76 75
L 77 74

LXXV 78 76
LXX 79 82
LXVI 80 78
XLVII 81 80
XXXIII 82 81
LXXI 83 83

Table 10: Diff erences between both models 
The Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi  cient in the English 
language is 0.902 between “Relative gain of the fi eld of study” 
and “Relative shift of the fi eld of study”, thus it is quite high as 
well.
Interesting thing is that the Spearman’s rank correlation 
coeffi  cient between “Relative gain” and “Relative shift” in 
Czech language noticeably drew near 1by adding the fi eld as 
a value-added infl uential factor, while in mathematics and 
English language this value slightly lowered.
If we compare rankings of individual pupils in “Relative gain 
of the fi eld of study” and “Relative shift of the fi eld of study” in 
Czech language, the Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi  cient is 
0.915, i.e. high. The situation is similar in the case of mathematics 
with the Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi  cient of 0.910 and 
English language with 0.933, i.e. high in both cases.  
For drawing any conclusion, a deeper analysis of data causing 
this divergence is necessary. At the moment we could state that 
both methods assess the value-added score in diff erent ways, 
but taking into account the value-added infl uential factors, the 
diff erences in both methods’ results are comparatively slight. 
On selecting the model, it is important to consider what we are 
really about to assess – whether we are interested in shift under 
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the terms of a group or gain against the presumed gain under 
the terms of a group of tested individuals.

Drawing comparison between “Total relative gain” and 
“Relative gain of the fi eld of study”
In this part we will see what changes take part in the model of 
“Relative gain”, provided we regard the “fi eld” as an infl uential 
factor. That means we will divide all the tested individuals into 
9 groups according to their fi eld of study and we will delimit 
“Relative gains” only under the terms of a group.
If we compare the school rankings according to “Total relative 
gain” and “Relative gain of the fi eld of study” in Czech language, 
we will logically deduce that shifts in ranking correspond with 
the Hasse diagrams created for the variance analysis of “Total 
relative gain” and “Total relative shift” of the fi elds of study. 
Some grammar schools met downgrade in school rankings, 
while schools with the fi elds of study no. 3, 6 and 7 reached quite 
considerable progress. The deepest fall is 50 positions, from the 
21st place to the 71st place. The highest leap is 37 positions from 
the 44th place to the 7th place. As for the schools at the top or in 
the end of the chart, no signifi cant divergence occurred as was 
presumed (see following fi gures). Negative fi gures mean a shift 
upwards in ranking, i.e. progress, and positive fi gures signal a 
shift downwards in ranking, i.e. downgrade, taking into account 
the fi eld of study as an infl uential factor.

School Change in 
ranking Field of study

LVII -37 6
XIV -33 3
LIII -28 3,9
VII -28 3

LII -27 6
LXVII -24 3
LXXIII -22 6
XXVIII -20 2,3
LXXII -20 3,6,7
XLV -19 6

School Change in 
ranking Field of study

XLVII 50 1
XXIII 47 1

I 46 1
II 39 1

LXXIX 33 1
IX 32 1,8

XXIV 29 1
XXXIX 28 1

XI 27 1
LXVI 27 1

Table 11 and 12: School rankings according to “Total relative gain” 
and “Relative gain of the fi eld of study” in Czech language

The situation in mathematics is similar. The highest progress 
can be seen in schools with the fi elds of study no. 6, 7, 9, and 4. 
The deepest downgrade occurs in schools with the fi eld of study 
no. 1 which, again, corresponds with our variance analysis.

School Change in 
ranking Field of study

LVII -45 6
LXXVI -44 9
LXXIII -38 6
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VIII -37 6
XLIII -33 6
XLII -31 4
LII -30 6
XX -27 7

LXXVIII -26 2,7
XXXVI -24 3,6,7

School Change in 
ranking Field of study

II 39 1
LIX 38 1

LXXXIII 38 1
XI 36 1
LX 35 1

LXXX 35 1
XXIII 33 1
XXV 31 1
LXVI 29 1

LXXXII 29 1,2
Table 13 and 14: School rankings according to “Total relative gain” 

and “Relative gain of the fi eld of study” in mathematics

Finally, we will have a look at changes in school ranking in 
the English language subject. Here we can also see progress in 
schools in accord with the above mentioned variance analysis. 
Downgrade in rating also mostly occurs in schools with the 
fi eld of study no. 1. 

School Change in 
ranking Field of study

XLII -58 4
LVII -43 6
XLIII -37 6

LXXVII -36 2,4
LXVII -27 3

VII -23 3
LXXIII -23 6
XXXIV -22 2,4

LII -22 6
VIII -21 6

School Change in 
ranking Field of study

LXXX 35 1
XXIII 34 1

XXXIX 34 1
XLVII 34 1
LXXXI 33 1

I 32 1
II 31 1

XXIV 31 1
LXXVI 31 9
XXV 29 1

Table 14 and 15: School rankings according to “Total relative gain” 
and “Relative gain of the fi eld of study” in English language
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The above fi gures and analysis of variance (see subsection 3.2) 
prove that it is more than appropriate for the model to regard 
the “fi eld of study” a factor aff ecting the calculation of value-
added score. There are undoubtedly other infl uential factors, 
but for a lack of relevant information their infl uence on the 
above mentioned models was not att estable.

Discussion
The paper claims that the fi eld of study could be a signifi cant 
factor infl uencing the value-added assessment models. 
However, the extent to which it infl uences the model is heavily 
determined by its defi nition. Our division of the schools 
into nine fi elds of study is based on an analysis of school 
educational programmes. It is also based on fi ndings that 
socio-economic factors signifi cantly determine which school 
student choose. 
We have identifi ed nine types of schools with similar study 
plans. As can be seen in the results presented in this paper, our 
distribution of schools into the fi elds of study works well in the 
Czech Republic – other countries with diff erent educational 
programmes may need to develop their own distribution. 
 It is known that socio-economic factors could also signifi cantly 
aff ect the value-added assessment models. However, such 
research is left for the future.

Conclusion
The article presents two important value-added assessment 
models: method of relative gain of knowledge and method of 
relative shift. Thanks to suffi  ciency of comparatively vast sets of 
data, it was possible to confront both models from the point of 
units’ position in the set, ranked from the best to the worst. The 
fi nal results could suggest that in suffi  ciently large sets there 
will be no larger diff erences in fi nal ranking of results, but these 
diff erences are quite remarkable for some of the individuals. 
The article at the same time observes in what manner the values 
change when information on the fi eld of study is taken into 
account. The analyses we carried out tell us that it is more than 
appropriate to regard the fi eld of study as an infl uential factor 
for the value-added assessment. When regarding the fi eld of 
study an infl uential factor for the value-added assessment, 
the diff erences in both models outcomes are mostly slight or 
comparable. We cannot decide which model is correct, since each 
of them has its use in certain situation and certain assessment.
In following research we will examine and compare further 
value-added assessment methods. As very appropriate we fi nd 
the method of multiple regressions, using other socio-economic 
factors including the Rasch analysis. It is also advisable to explore 
more deeply what causes those more signifi cant diff erences the 
positions of individuals in fi nal ranking.
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Abstract
In the current postmodern society, knowledge is still more 
important. Also corresponding with this fact are the development 
theories which have been developed from the theory of learning 
organisation, the theory of learning regions to the relatively new 
term “learning economy” used in some current publications (e.g. 
Lam, Lundvall, 2006). Knowledge, learning process and education 
become an integral part of personality development and also the 
development of the whole of society. The concept of the “learning 
economy” is based on the responsibility of each member of society 
for its education and individual knowledge dynamics and also is 
based on the responsibility of the whole of society for the collective 
knowledge dynamics as a prerequisite of its successful development. 
In this context, the paper is focused on the preferences and ideas 
of potential applicants for university education within the process 
of the choice of universities. The main factors which infl uence the 
decision-making process of potential applicants for university 
education are examined by using quantitative empirical research. 
The correspondence of these factors, preferences and ideas with the 
requirements of the “learning economy” is also analysed. Att ention 
is also paid to the responsibility of potential applicants for university 
education for the creation of their knowledge and knowledge 
dynamics (mainly codifi ed and scientifi c knowledge are the focus 
of this paper).
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Introduction
Current society is often called a knowledge society and this 
results in the logical common eff ect which is possible to be 
described as a focus of society on human resources from the 
perspectives of knowledge, skills and qualifi cations. From 
these facts, the concept of knowledge emerges as the most 
strategic resource, with learning as the most important process 
(Lundvall 1995). Qualifi cations (qualifi cations of people living 
in a particular delimitated area, which consists not only of the 
educational structure, but also of the ability to be self-educated 
using more or less formalised methods and to use the knowledge 
and skills gained to increase the quality of life within the area) 
are therefore regarded as one of the main factors of development 
potential, not only from the individual aspect, but also from the 
regional and societal points of view. 
Despite the fact that the learning process is not a complete 
guarantee of economic success, it still remains a universal cure 
for the problems of socio-spatial inequalities. Innovations and 
learning are important features in understanding why some 
fi rms or regions are economically successful and some are 
not (Hudson 1999b). Firms use quasi-rent, which results from 
the possibility of using the knowledge potential and skills of 
a locality or region (not only of the individuals living in the 
locality, but also the synergic eff ect of sharing knowledge). Firms 
are localised on the basis of the capacity of localities or regions, 
which is formed in particular by the infrastructure, natural 
resources, institutional endowment and knowledge available 
within the locality (Maskell, Malmberg 1999a). From these 
perspectives, knowledge becomes one of the most important 
locational and developmental factors. Murdoch (1995) claims 
that the type of available knowledge and information is less 
important than the signifi cance which is att ributed to particular 

institutional assets. However, other authors (e.g. R. Hudson, A. 
Malmberg, P. Maskell – see below) consider the type of available 
knowledge as a crucial developmental factor. 
Knowledge is often classifi ed as codifi ed and tacit because there 
is a signifi cant diff erence between these basic types. Codifi ed 
knowledge is possible to be standardised and transferred by 
instructions, manuals, education, and it is possible to be sold as 
goods. Tacit knowledge (e.g. know-how, skills and competences) 
is possible to be acquired only directly by one’s own experience 
and participation in a particular activity (Hudson 1999a). 
Knowledge is diffi  cult to grasp. Knowledge assets provide 
valuable services and they have potential economic value. 
Compared to physical assets, it is possible to share knowledge 
without the loss of it by its owner. Knowledge sharing does 
not decrease the usefulness of knowledge, but it decreases its 
value. Shared knowledge loses its scarcity. In this context, it is 
possible to debate about the codifi cation of tacit knowledge, 
because codifi ed knowledge itself represents an instrument for 
the production of new knowledge (Maskell, Malmberg 1999b).
This concept of knowledge is typical of the individual, 
organisational and regional levels, but current conceptualisation 
is shifting away from these levels to the whole of society, by 
use of the term, “learning economy”. Nielsen and Lundvall 
(2006) defi ne the “learning economy” as one in which the 
ability to att ain new competencies is crucial to the performance 
of individuals, fi rms, regions and countries. Recent decades 
have been characterised by an acceleration of both knowledge 
creation and knowledge destruction. Information and 
communication technology has made a lot of information more 
easily accessible to a lot of people, but it also has made many 
skills and competencies obsolete. 
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These facts result in the new typology of knowledge, using a 
combination of two criteria – individual or collective entity and 
explicit (codifi ed) or tacit knowledge. On this basis, Lam and 
Lundvall (2006) create the typology of four diff erent forms of 
knowledge – embrained, embodied, encoded and embedded. 
Embrained knowledge is possible to be characterised as 
individual and explicit (codifi ed), which is dependent on the 
individual’s conceptual skills and cognitive abilities. It is formal, 
abstract or theoretical knowledge. It is typically learnt through 
reading books and by formal education. Embodied knowledge 
is possible to be characterised as individual and tacit, which is 
action oriented. It is the practical, individual type of knowledge 
which is learnt through experience and training based on 
apprenticeship relations. Encoded knowledge is possible to 
be characterised as collective and explicit (codifi ed), which 
is shared within organisations through formal information 
systems. Any member of an organisation can easily gain 
access to relevant databases using information technology. 
Encoded knowledge is formed by making explicit as much as 
possible of tacit knowledge. Embedded knowledge is possible 
to be characterised as collective and tacit, which is built into 
routines, habits and norms that cannot easily be transformed 
into information systems. Embedded knowledge is produced 
by an interaction among diff erent members of the organisation. 
It is relation-specifi c, contextual and dispersed. 
On this basis, it is possible to conceptualise the “learning 
economy” more precisely as an economy in which individuals, 
fi rms and even national economies will create wealth and gain 
access to wealth in proportion to their capacity for learning. This 
will be true, regardless of their present level of development 
and competence (Lam, Lundvall 2006). Tacit knowledge 
(embodied and embedded) is at the centre of att ention of many 

authors (e.g. R. Hudson, A. Lam, B. A. Lundvall, A. Malmberg, 
P. Maskell) because it is regarded as crucial for development, 
using the endogenous concept of development. Att ention given 
to codifi ed/explicit knowledge (embrained, encoded) is usually 
minor. But the research on regional and local development 
empirically acknowledges the suitability and applicability of a 
mixture of endogenous and exogenous approaches to regional 
development and, from this point of view, codifi ed/explicit 
knowledge is also important (Husák 2010). 
Therefore, this paper is focused on the types of knowledge which 
are also signifi cant for the development of individuals, localities, 
regions and even national economies, as also acknowledged 
by Lundvall (2001) when considering educational systems. 
Educational systems should be geared to encourage the ability 
to learn mainly for weak “students”. The fi rst of the components 
is to use modern information and communication technologies, 
such as, for example, multimedia. The second component is the 
regulation of the possibility and equality of access to modern 
information and communication technologies for disadvantaged 
individuals, less developed regions and national economies 
(Lundvall 2001). 

Material and Methods
The paper is focused on the preferences of potential applicants 
for university education within the process of university choice, 
in the context of the knowledge based economy or “learning 
economy” as defi ned above. From this fact results the att ention 
which is paid mainly to embrained and encoded knowledge as a 
special type of codifi ed knowledge (Lam, Lundvall 2006). Focus 
is also on the preferences of potential students before entering 
a university, because universities are one of the most important 
sources of codifi ed knowledge. Universities are expected to be 
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active in the process of the creation of a knowledge society or 
“learning economy” and they play an important role within 
this process. This is mainly because of their twofold traditional 
vocation of research and teaching. However, they are also 
confronted with new specifi c challenges, mainly the new public 
funding mechanism, competition for grants and research 
contracts and the evaluation of outputs (Margarisová, Šťastná, 
Stanislavská 2010). As also claimed by Rymešová and Kolman 
(2010), a university is not only a defi nitive component in a 
student’s choice of career, but is also important in its graduates’ 
career paths. Thus the preferences of potential applicants for 
university education signifi cantly infl uence their professional 
careers and vicariously also knowledge dynamics within 
society. 
The main aim of this paper is to identify and analyse the 
preferences of potential applicants for university education 
within the process of university choice and to compare these 
preferences with the demands of the “learning economy”. 
On the basis of this aim and the theoretical background, it is 
possible to formulate three main research questions:

What are the preferences of potential applicants for 1. 
university education within the process of university 
choice?
Do these preferences correspond with the demands of the 2. 
postmodern society and the “learning economy”?
How are potential applicants responsible for the creation of 3. 
their knowledge and the knowledge dynamics?

From the methodological point of view, mainly standardised 
interviews with potential applicants for university education 
were used. These interviews were conducted in the International 
Education and Lifelong Learning Exhibition Gaudeamus in 

Prague and Brno during the years 2009 and 2010. The Answer 
Sheet consisted of 34 standardised questions considering 
three main topics – the previous education of applicants, 
their preferences within the process of university choice and 
identifi cation questions. Statistical software SPSS and simple 
descriptive statistics (mean, median, skewness and kurtosis) 
were used in the analysis of the data. The Chi-square test, 
appropriate coeffi  cients for nominal and ordinal variables 
and Z-scores were also used for testing of the dependency 
of variables and their degree –according to Hendl (2009) and 
Řezanková (2007).
A random selection of respondents at the International Education 
and Lifelong Learning Exhibition Gaudeamus in Prague 
and Brno was used for the quantitative empirical research. A 
sample population was defi ned as people (participating at the 
Gaudeamus Exhibition) of the age of 18 years and older, who have 
achieved the highest level of secondary education (previously, 
or in the current year) and who are actively interested in the 
choice of university education. On the basis of this random 
choice, a sample with the characteristics stated below was 
chosen. The total number of respondents who were listed in the 
analysis was 196 – 129 women and 67 men. This disproportion 
results from the generally higher participation of women in 
the choice of an appropriate university, corresponding also to 
the structure of visitors to the Gaudeamus Exhibition. The age 
structure of respondents also corresponds to the structure of 
visitors to the Gaudeamus Exhibition and also to those people 
actively interested in university choice. 62.2% of respondents 
were younger than 19 years, 11.7 % were between 20 – 25 years, 
15.3 % between 26 – 35 years and 10.7 % of respondents were 
older than 36 years. 
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Also the structure of respondents according to gainful 
activity corresponds to the general structure of visitors to the 
Gaudeamus Exhibition and the structure of potential applicants. 
66.8 % of respondents were not employed full-time and 33.2 % 
of respondents were possible to be characterised as gainfully 
employed. For representativeness of the sample, regional 
structure is also important. The sample consists of respondents 
from 52 districts of the Czech Republic – most respondents were 
from Prague (27%). 36.9% of respondents had their permanent 
residence within municipalities of more than 100 000 inhabitants 
and 18.5% of respondents lived in villages with less than 2000 
inhabitants, which closely corresponds to the distribution of 
population within this category of municipalities. From the 
characteristics of the sample stated above, it is clear that the 
sample could be considered as a representative selection from 
the sample population as defi ned above. 

Results 

Whole sample results 
The empirical section is divided into two important parts. The 
fi rst part is focused on the results related to the whole sample of 
population and the second part provides results concentrated 
on the diff erences among the chosen groups of potential 
applicants. 
Figure 1 depicts the preferences of 11 factors which are 
important for potential applicants for university education 
during the process of university choice. The factors are ordered 
from the most important to the least important according to 
the “top two boxes”. The most preferred factor is the fi eld of 
study which is important or the most important to 90.8% of 
respondents. In addition, the possibility of obtaining a Master’s 

degree at the same institution, the reputation of the university, 
similarity between the fi eld of study and fi eld of employment, 
and an individual approach to students were among the most 
highly preferred factors (all of these are important or the most 
important to more than 60% of respondents). Among the least 
preferred factors are the distance of the institution from the 
place of residence, the tradition of the university, the possibility 
of obtaining a Doctoral degree at the same institution and the 
size of the university. 
On the one hand, a positive factor, from the viewpoint of the 
knowledge society and “learning economy”, is possible to be 
evaluated from the special emphasis placed on the preferred 
fi eld of study and the aspiration of att aining a Master’s degree 
at the same university. Thus potential applicants appreciate the 
importance of a Master’s education in their preferred fi eld of 
study for their future careers, which is also signifi cant for the 
knowledge dynamics within society. On the other hand, the 
lesser importance of a Doctoral education could be evaluated 
as a problem due to the increasing importance of post-graduate 
education within the postmodern society, particularly in the 
context of the increase in persons with Bachelor’s and Master’s 
education within the present society. 
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Figure 1: Importance of factors during the process of university 
choice

Considering the fi eld of study as the most preferred factor, 
which is important or the most important to more than 90% 
of respondents, it is also important to examine the particular 
fi elds of study which are preferred by potential applicants. The 
most preferred fi eld of study is Economics for almost 36% of 
respondents (Figure 2) – it is signifi cantly higher than the other 
fi elds of study. Preferences for the other fi elds of study are 
evenly distributed among them, with only Technical and Social 
Sciences (excluding Economics) being slightly more preferred 
than the others. 
Therefore, the question is whether the preferences for particular 
fi elds of study correspond to the demands of current society 
and the “learning economy”. On the one hand, Economics 
and the Social Sciences (with almost 45%) provide a general 
education which is required by current society, particularly 
when considering the concept of endogenous development and 
the signifi cance of tacit knowledge (embodied and embedded). 
Education in Economics and the Social Sciences assists in 
cooperation within the community by the use of social capital and 

trust and, from this perspective, codifi ed knowledge is directly 
connected to tacit knowledge (with regard to the appreciation of 
the signifi cance of local and regional identity). But, on the other 
hand, the preferences for the Technical Sciences (12.2%) could 
be regarded as a potential problem for the future development 
of society, from the point of view of exogenous development 
(where technical innovations are preferred), especially if a 
mixture of endogenous and exogenous development is suitable, 
applicable and currently also the most preferred (Husák 2010).

Figure 2: Preferred fi eld of study 
The concept of the “learning economy” also anticipates the 
responsibility of individuals for their education and knowledge 
creation. Factors chosen for the evaluation of the responsibility 
of potential applicants are commuting distance, commuting 
time and willingness to pay study fees. Because these factors do 
not rank among the most important, it is possible to anticipate 
that potential applicants are responsible for their education, but 
only a detailed analysis could provide an accurate view. The 
average distance which respondents are willing to commute is 
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126 km, but the median is only 100 km (Table 1). A comparison 
of the mean and median and also the value of skewness indicate 
a predominance of the lower values within the sample of 
respondents. It is necessary to evaluate these results together 
with the commuting time. The average commuting time is 115 
minutes and the median is 120 minutes (Table 2). A detailed 
insight into this factor shows that 28% of respondents are 
immediately willing to commute for 60 minutes and 16.3% of 
respondents are not willing to commute at all. From these facts, 
it is possible to deduce that, from the commuting point of view, 
the  responsibility of potential applicants towards university 
education is rather less, but a few potential applicants appreciate 
the signifi cance of education and particularly education in their 
preferred fi eld of study (there are a few exceptions within the 
sample of respondents). 

mean 126.56 km
median 100 km
skewness 2.316
kurtosis 6.069

Table 1: Commuting distance

mean 115.47 min.
median 120 min.
skewness 2.219
kurtosis 6.924

Table 2: Commuting time 
The willingness to pay study fees is another indicator of the 
responsibility of individuals for their education and knowledge 
creation. The results of this indicator are depicted in Table 3. The 
fi rst important fact is the number of missing answers (25% of 
respondents). These respondents could not answer the question 
about the amount of study fees because they did not have 
any idea about it (as results from the standardised interviews 

indicate). It probably results from only a low awareness of the 
costs of university education and the idea still persisting about 
free education (or that education costs nothing). But the average 
amount of study fees that respondents are willing to pay is 
17 292,- CZK per semester and the median is 20 000,- CZK per 
semester. These amounts are similar to the actual study fees at 
private colleges and within the lifelong learning programmes 
at public universities. It is signifi cant to consider the skewness 
predominance of the lower values of study fees within the 
sample of respondents. Almost 15% of respondents are willing 
to pay study fees of less than 10 000,- CZK per semester and 
more than 33% of respondents are willing to pay study fees of 
between  10 000,- and 15 000,- CZK per semester. From this point 
of view, the responsibility of potential applicants for university 
education is rather low. 

mean 17 292 CZK
median 20 000 CZK
skewness 1.209
kurtosis 3.559
No. of answers 147
No. of missing answers 49
Table 3: Willingness to pay study fees

Results according to chosen groups 
Besides the results related to the whole sample of the population, 
the results concentrated on the diff erences among the chosen 
groups (mainly economic activity and size of residence) 
of potential applicants are also considered. The fi rst test of 
dependency is focused on the dependency of the willingness to 
pay study fees and the economic activity of respondents. This 
analysis indicates diff erences among the groups of economically 
active and economically inactive respondents (= students within 
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this research) considering the responsibility for education and 
codifi ed knowledge creation. The created Contingency Table 
shows that 41.5 % of economically inactive respondents and 
even 62.2 % of economically active respondents are willing 
to pay study fees of less than 20 000,- CZK per semester, 
demonstrating signifi cant diff erences among the chosen groups. 
Table 4 displays the results of the tests of the Contingency 
Table. The tested null hypothesis states that dependency does 
not exist between the willingness to pay study fees and the 
economic activity of the respondents. This statement denies 
the alternative hypothesis. According to the results of the Chi-
square test, it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis at 5% 
signifi cance level, but it is possible to reject the null hypothesis 
at 10% signifi cance level. Thus the Chi-square test confi rms a 
dependency between the willingness to pay study fees and the 
economic activity of respondents at a 10% signifi cance level. If 
Z-scores are applied to the Contingency Table, it is possible to 
state that economically inactive respondents are willing to pay 
higher study fees. Considering the coeffi  cients of contingency 
and the values of Z-scores, the dependency between the 
variables is rather weak. It is possible to derive from this analysis 
that economically inactive applicants are more responsible for 
their education and knowledge creation than economically 
active applicants. Analysis of the age structure of potential 
applicants (economically inactive respondents are younger than 
economically active respondents) and the willingness to pay 
study fees also provides similar results. From this point of view, 
the younger generation seems to be more responsible for its 
knowledge creation and education than the “older” generation. 
Thus the att itude of the younger generation to education bett er 
corresponds with the demands of postmodern society and the 
“learning economy”.

Value P-Value
Pearson Chi-Square 7.523 0.057
Phi 0.226 0.057
Cramer’s V 0.226 0.057
Contingency Coeffi  cient 0.221 0.057

Table 4: Tests of Contingency Table – Economic activity vs. 
Willingness to pay study fees

Att ention is also given to the diff erences of the preferred factors 
among the economic activity of respondents. For this purpose, 
a “spider graph” which shows the importance of factors during 
the process of university choice for economically active and 
economically inactive applicants, was created (Figure 3). The 
results are displayed according to the “top two boxes”. It 
is possible to see a signifi cant diff erence in only four factors. 
The cost of studies, the tradition of the university and the 
importance of an individual approach are signifi cantly more 
important to economically active respondents. The reputation 
of the university is the only factor which is more important to 
economically inactive respondents. 
Generally, all the factors (except the reputation of the university) 
are more preferred by economically active respondents. These 
potential applicants usually have a clear idea about their further 
education and knowledge creation to answer the demands of the 
“learning economy”. But an analysis of the willingness to pay 
study fees, as represented above, shows that they are also very 
careful in considering the cost of studies and, from this point of 
view, could be considered less responsible for their education. 
On the one hand, economically inactive applicants are usually 
nondescript, but on the other hand, they are more fl exible in their 
preferences. A fl exibility of their att itude to knowledge creation 
and the educational process is their signifi cant advantage, 
considering the demands of postmodern society. 
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exams

Importance of tradition of university

Importance of reputation of university 

Possibility of Master‘s studies at the same
university

Possibility of Ph.D. studies at the same
university

Importance of individual approach

Distance of university from place of
residence

Cost of studies

economically active economically inactive

Figure 3: Preferences according to economic activity of potential 
applicants – “spider graph”

An analysis of the diff erences between the groups of applicants 
from rural municipalities (according to the Czech Statistical 
Offi  ce defi nition – municipalities of up to 2000 inhabitants) and 
applicants from big cities with more than 100 000 inhabitants 
provides another important insight into the preferred factors 
and responsibility of potential applicants. For this purpose, a 
“spider graph”, which shows the importance of factors during 
the process of university choice for applicants from rural 
municipalities and also from big cities, was created (Figure 4). 
The distribution of the importance of factors is rather equable – 
four factors are more preferred by respondents from big cities, 
three factors are more preferred by respondents from rural 
municipalities and three factors are similarly preferred by both 
groups. 
Considering the particular factors, applicants from big cities 
seem to be more prepared for the demands of the “learning 
economy” (importance of fi eld of study, similarity of fi eld of 
study and job fi eld, individual approach, as well as the cost of 
studies, which seems to be slightly contradictory). Applicants 
from rural municipalities mainly prefer factors which facilitate 

entrance to universities and also the whole educational process 
(admission without entrance exams and distance of school from 
place of residence). On the one hand, these facts could indicate 
a higher responsibility of applicants from big cities, but on the 
other hand, also simpler access to universities and to knowledge 
creation generally. 

Importance of field of study 

Similarity of field of study and job field  

Possibility of admission  without entrance
exams

Importance of tradition of university

Importance of reputation of university 

Possibility of Master‘s studies at the same
university

Possibility of Ph.D. studies at the same
university

Importance of individual approach

Distance of university from place of
residence

Cost of studies

up to 2 000 inhabitants 100 000 and more inhabitants

Figure 4: Preferences according to size of residence of potential 
applicants – “spider graph”

Discussion 
Knowledge is one of the most important sources of the 
development of localities, regions and also national economies. 
This fact is also refl ected in the theoretical concepts which 
emphasise the role of knowledge and knowledge dynamics. 
These theoretical concepts evolve from the concepts of learning 
organisations, learning regions to the relatively new concept 
of the “learning economy”. Att ention is paid mainly to tacit 
(embodied and embedded) knowledge, which is usually 
regarded as a source of competitiveness of fi rms, regions and 
national economies. Less att ention is paid to explicit or codifi ed 
knowledge (embrained and encoded) which is also important, 
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mainly considering innovations, as well as support for tacit 
knowledge creation. 
Therefore, knowledge both tacit and codifi ed, is important for 
the development of individuals, regions and society as a whole. 
But the question is, how does it function in practice? What are 
the preferences of potential applicants for university education 
and do these preferences correspond to the demands of current 
society? How are these facts refl ected within the university 
educational system of the Czech Republic? Considering the 
factors preferred during the process of the choice of universities, 
the fi eld of study is the most preferred factor. This fact seems to be 
positive, because potential applicants appreciate the signifi cance 
of a particular fi eld of study for their future careers. 
Evaluation of the most preferred fi elds of study is ambivalent – 
Economics and the Social Sciences provide a general education 
focused on society and its problems. This approach could also 
aid in tacit knowledge creation, because it may strengthen 
the local and regional identity of individuals. But the lack of 
technical knowledge as a result of the relatively less preferred 
Technical Sciences could compromise future innovations. It is 
not only their preferences, but also the responsibility of potential 
applicants for their further education, which is important. 
The problem of the responsibility of potential applicants is 
possible to be characterised as a “perception that education and 
also university education is free of charge”. However, education 
is not free of charge, but is paid for from the taxes of everyone. 
The willingness to pay study fees (thus to be responsible for 
education and knowledge creation) is rather low and 25 % of 
respondents even have no idea about an approximate amount 
of study fees. This situation leads to the wasteful use of the 
educational system and to an infl ation of Bachelor’s and Master’s 
education within the current society. In this context, the fact that 

only a few preferred a Doctoral education could be evaluated as 
a problem, due to the increasing importance of post-graduate 
education within the postmodern society. 
Considering the diff erences among the chosen groups of 
potential applicants, only small diff erences could be observed. 
But these diff erences lead to the consideration that applicants 
from big cities and especially economically inactive applicants 
(= students and also younger applicants – within this research) 
are slightly more responsible for their education and knowledge 
creation. They are willing to pay higher study fees and their 
neutrality considering the preferred factors could be evaluated 
as an integral part of their fl exibility, which corresponds to the 
demands of postmodern society and the “learning economy”. 

Conclusion
This paper is focused on the preferences of potential applicants 
for university education within the process of university choice, 
in the context of the demands of the “learning economy”. Three 
main research questions were formulated at the beginning (see 
above). The fi rst research question is focused on the preferences 
of potential applicants for university education. Among the 
most preferred factors are the fi eld of study, the possibility 
of obtaining a Master’s degree at the same university and a 
similarity between the fi eld of study and job fi eld. A preference 
for these factors could indicate the responsibility of potential 
applicants for their knowledge creation and further education. 
The possibility of obtaining a Doctoral degree at the same 
university, which ranks among the few preferred factors, can be 
evaluated as a contradictory fact. 
The second question is focused on a comparison of the preferred 
factors with the demands of the “learning economy”. If one 
summarises the main characteristics of the “learning economy” 
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as 1. the ability to obtain new competencies, 2. the acceleration 
of knowledge creation and knowledge destruction and 3. the 
capacity to learn, the most preferred factors (regardless of 
diff erent groups) correspond to the demands of this concept. 
Potential applicants rather prefer factors which are connected 
to the ability to learn and the acceleration of knowledge 
creation, with fewer preferring those factors which are only 
formal or which facilitate entrance to universities. An emphasis 
on knowledge creation within the chosen fi elds of study and 
a preference for Economics and the Social Sciences could 
strengthen the fl exibility and capacity to learn and also the 
innovation process within society (but the lack of technical 
innovations could be a potential problem). 
The third question is focused on the responsibility of potential 
applicants for their further education. The responsibility of 
potential applicants could be characterised as rather low, 
considering commuting time, commuting distance and a 
willingness to pay study fees, but higher responsibility is 
possible to be observed when considering the preferred factors. 
There are only slight diff erences among the chosen groups, but 
current high school students and younger applicants seem to 
be more responsible for their further education and knowledge 
creation. 
This could be an opportunity for the development of the 
“learning economy” within Czech society. This research has 
been focused on potential applicants for university education, 
but it would also prove interesting and important to examine 
the same questions among groups of university students or 
graduates, which could provide the theme for further research.
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Introduction
The diff erent viewpoints on what Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) is, and on how to measure, implement, and develop 
the responsiveness of companies for the benefi t of society has 
been widely investigated. Despite the noticeable growth in 
debate among scholars about this central question, there is 
still no consensus regarding the defi nition of the notion and 
most academics have agreed on vagueness of the operational 
meaning of CSR (Lee, 2007; Birch&Moon, 2004). Lee (2007) 
concludes, systematic and operational application of CSR is still 
absent. As noted by Birch and Moon (2004), there is no single 
formula for CSR. Aupperle et al. (1985) explain this diffi  culty by 
reason that the concepts itself have ´ideological and emotional 
interpretations´. From the other hand, as a word ´society´ is a 
multilateral, complicated aspect, and has a broad meaning, thus 
being socially responsible depends on many direct and indirect 
factors (Man&Jianxin 2008). Thus, Moon (2007) presumes that 
the rules or principles of the application of CSR are relatively 
´open´ and cannot be easily codifi ed.
The defi nition given by The World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) declares:

´Corporate social responsibility is continuing commitment by 
business to behave ethically and contribute to economic development 
while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families 

as well as of the local community and society at large.´ (WBCSD, 
2002)

This approach to view CSR as ´the managerial obligation 
protecting and improving the welfare of society, environment 
and the interest of the organization´ supported by many
academics and is mentioned in their defi nitions (Gail&Nowak, 
2006; Edoho, 2007; Werther et.al., 2005; Lea, 2002).

As mentioned before, the fundamental problem was, and 
remains, that no defi nition of social responsiveness provides 
an accurate framework of accomplishment; the term social 
responsiveness carries no clear meaning for managers, citizens, 
or staff , which seriously limits its usefulness in practice. The 
literature encompasses the broad scope of the CSR from internal 
to external possibilities; starting from internal management 
principles to be ethical and fair; corporate donations and 
volunteering policies along with a broad philosophy to minimize 
negative environmental impacts (Michael, 2003; Smith, 2003; 
Chandler, 2007). Research in the area has largely been focused 
on the importance of responsiveness, and should the company 
implement these actions or not, rather than how it could be 
implemented.
The global aspirations remain far from being met in many 
developing countries today. Although there is great debate 
about CSR in the literature, there is litt le empirical research 
on its nature in developing countries, and mainly, in the 
particular cases of individual countries. According to Visser 
(2009), very few developing countries are concerned about CSR 
on the institutional level, and the majority of journal articles 
commonly analyzed countries like China, India, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, and Thailand. In the Journal of Corporate Citizenship, 
a special issue on CSR in Asia, (i.e. Issue 13, spring 2004), Birch 
and Moon (2004), note that CSR performance varies greatly 
between countries in Asia, with a wide range of CSR actions. 
More specifi cally, research regarding Mongolian companies´ 
social responsibility behaviour is missing and, from overall 
observation, Mongolia is weak in term of CSR performance.
The CSR policies greatly depend on the economic development 
of countries. In many countries, especially in the third world, 
governments and public institutions are unable or unwilling 
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to implement many of their duties. In such a situation, 
corporations then have no automatic way to become involved 
in social problems since business cannot succeed in societies 
that fail. As governmental control over the social, ethical as well 
as environmental performance of companies, particularly in the 
mining sector, was lacking in Mongolia; activism by stakeholder 
groups has become one of the critical drivers that has forced 
fi rms to speak out, and act upon, CSR.
Finally, having considered the various drivers for CSR in 
developing countries, the question is: ´Are current Western 
conceptions and models of CSR adequate for describing CSR in 
developing countries?´ In the extant literature, the majority of 
American and European research is based on the most popular 
model — Carroll´s (1991) CSR Pyramid, comprising economic, 
legal, ethical, and philanthropic responsibilities. Therefore, 
we consider that Carroll´s four-part pyramid construct can be 
useful to look at how CSR is manifested in a Mongolian context 
and these elements will be briefl y discussed below.

Material and Methods
The research design of this study can be classifi ed as both 
descriptive and explanatory to distinguishing the patt erns in the 
theory and the empirical fi ndings, to develop a more detailed 
understanding within the area. Firstly, this study uses theory 
testing approach, to gain
knowledge of the previous studies and to provide a test of the 
worth of the theory, does a certain phenomenon follow in the real 
world (De Vaus, 2004). As we are interested in a phenomenon 
which is a very broad we found it most rewarding to retrieve 
deep and highly subjective information and thereafter analyze 
the information gathered from questionnaire and secondary 
data from writt en sources.

This study has also been intended to develop a bett er 
understanding of companies´ way of using CSR. Following 
stakeholders theory, various stakeholders may contribute to 
a diff erent perception of this notion. First, CSR generally is 
considered as a staff  functions and depends upon staff  within 
the fi rm. Second, the perception associated with the concept may 
depend on consumer´s familiarity with the fi rm´s image and 
fi nancial performance. Finally, its performance largely depends 
on the fi rm´s managerial decisions, practices and policies. 
Considering that these parties are important to CSR policy, this 
paper investigates the knowledge and the perception of CSR from 
three groups; employees, consumers, and managers. In terms of 
the employees, we decided to ask about HR policy and programs 
as an element of the fi rm´s CSR performance. We received 254 
responses to the survey. At each company, all samples were 
stratifi ed by departmental distribution. In terms of consumers, 
we chose to ask about the familiarity with the understanding 
of CSR. In sum 214 individuals participated in this survey and 
results were analyzed. Additionally, unstructured interviews 
were made with ten mid-level managers of the companies.

Results
The survey results conducted to illustrate the knowledge of 
employees and consumers regarding CSR in Mongolia are 
provided below.

Employees’ perception
The majority of the respondents were middle and low level 
employees who had worked in the companies for up to three 
years. As a fi rst step, human resource practices, as an internal 
responsibility, were investigated. The relatively important aspect 
of how CSR honours the law (legislation) was asked to evaluate 
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the legitimacy of their managers´ decisions. While half of the 
respondents answered that their companies working within 
the law, another half rejected this approach. Additionally, only 
32 percent of the employees reported that managers consulted 
them or asked for their opinions when making decisions. 
However, the interesting point is that the greater part - i.e. 65 
percent, consider that the routine decisions are comparatively 
open and fair.
Subsequently, the question was posed: ́ Association between the 
job duties and related salary´ to obtain the information about 
internal responsiveness of the companies. More than two thirds 
of all respondents considered salary level as suffi  ciently linked 
with their actual performance. Approximately 65.7 percent 
agreed that their organizations in some way organize training 
and development programs. Nevertheless, the percentage who 
evaluated them as ´effi  cient´ and also ´not effi  cient´ was the 
same.

Figure I. Respondents’ perception of the CSR
Next, several questions were designed to obtain information 
relating to existing CSR programs and an actual performance. 

Figure I present the results of the question ´Defi ne which 
activities the companies mostly support´.
On the next question, regarding companies´ environmental 
protection programs, the majority or 74.5%, reported that their 
companies do not perform any type of action. From this point of 
view, it might be concluded that Mongolian business companies 
do not pay much att ention to the environmental protection. To 
the open-structured question designed to defi ne ´What is Social 
Responsibility?´ employees widely explained it as a concept like: 
duty, spending part of profi ts on society, actions benefi ciary to 
society, solution of employee´s problems, production of high-
quality products, and legitimacy.

Consumers’ perception
The main purpose of this questionnaire was to investigate what 
the CSR means from the consumers´ point of view, and whom, 
and for which actions they evaluate as a socially responsible 
fi rm. In general, the majority - or 92% of all respondents judge 
Mongolian companies´ CSR performance as lower than the 
median, 45%, or almost half, evaluate it as bad or insuffi  cient. 
Even at the lower evaluation level, consumers´ appraisal of the 
industry varied. The most responsible sectors - as can be seen 
from Figure II, were telecommunication, banking, trade and 
service, and mining, with the telecommunication sector being 
evaluated the highest.
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Figure II. Ranking of sectors
Subsequently, the consumers´ impressions of ´being a 
responsible company´ were interested. The general public 
perceive donation to the poorest citizens as the main issue of the 
CSR, and there is a tendency to evaluate companies with good 
PR of their philanthropy activities as ´good citizens´.

Discussion

A. Understanding the term CSR
This research is principally focused on explaining existing 
confl icts about the comprehension or understanding of just 
what CSR means from a theoretical perspective, and precisely, 
within Mongolian business circles. The research results show 
that the Social Responsibility approach developed by Montana 
(2000) is dominant in Mongolian companies. Top managers 
believe that their business should be based not only on economic 
gain, but should also go beyond the legal compliance for social 
benefi t - even though many companies did not integrate social 
concerns in their daily business operations. The managers agree 

that CSR is perceived as a marketing tool in the overall strategy 
to increase the image of their company, to be an employer of 
choice, and to obtain strategic advantages in the marketplace; 
and this could be observed from the actions taken by companies. 
Entire companies, regardless of sector, support a wide variety 
of activities in the education sector, and have extended the 
practice of working with students to att ract and retain workers 
in an era of high competition for talented staff .
However, the general public perceive both donation to the 
poorest citizens and reduction of pollution resulting from 
operations (mainly in the mining sector) as the main issue of 
CSR; thus, there is a tendency to evaluate companies with good 
PR of their philanthropy activities as ´good citizens´. Thus, we 
assume that supportive activities like state encouragement, 
enhancement of education and training, of and within, the 
young generation, along with the establishment of continuous 
reporting of organizations about their CSR activities to the 
society can change this mistaken perception and facilitate further 
positive development of this aspect in the future in Mongolia.
The Mongolian Chamber of Commerce has taken the fi rst steps 
on this, and companies have started to report their activities in 
the given format. These are the pros; but the con is that these 
criteria are based purely on gross levels of money/fi nance 
provided. This fact has an extreme infl uence on the perception 
of others - which we would like to state as being exclusively 
wrong.

B. Describing CSR in Mongolian context
The question addressed by this research is: Are current model 
of CSR, namely Carroll´s CSR Pyramid (1991) suitable for 
describing CSR in Mongolia? To give an answer to this question, 
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the economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic responsibilities of 
companies was reviewed.

Economic responsibility
CSR is institutionalized and practiced in the Mongolian 
business sector at some level, usually by large, high-profi le 
national and foreign investment companies. From the statistical 
data, it is noticeable that Mongolia suff ers from unemployment, 
under-employment, and widespread poverty. The economic 
contribution of companies is high. The economic responsibility 
taken by companies in Mongolia includes investment in 
technological innovation, producing safe products and 
services, creating jobs, investing in human capital, in education 
and the Arts, establishing local business linkages, spreading 
international standards, and building physical infrastructure. 
From these facts, it could be concluded that companies in the 
Mongolian business sector take economical responsibility.

Legal responsibility
As with other developing countries (Visser, 2009), legal 
responsibilities perform poorly in Mongolia; this does not mean 
that the legal infrastructure is poorly developed, but rather it 
is because of administrative in/effi  ciency. Of course, terms like 
human rights and other relevant CSR issues are incorporated 
in corporate legislation. But again, the governmental capacity 
to enforce, and its control over legal responsibility, is limited. 
Both domestic and foreign investors report similar abuses of 
inspections, permits, and licenses by Mongolian regulatory 
agencies (U.S. Embassy, 2010). The Corruption Assessment 
conducted by Casals & Associates, Inc. (C&A), stated that weak 
government control of institutions, including the Central Bank, 
National Audit Offi  ce, Parliamentary Standing Committ ees, 

Prosecutor General, Generalized State Inspection Agency, State 
Property Committ ee, and departments within the Ministry of 
Finance (USAID, 2009).

Ethical responsibility
The Commission of European Community believes that, 
through CSR practices, enterprises can play an important 
role in preventing and combating corruption and bribery. 
However, from the Vissen (2009) point-of-view, ethics have 
the least infl uence on the CSR agenda, and he used the Global 
Corruption Barometer instead. Transparency International 
ranks countries according to the perception of corruption in 
the public sector, and according to this survey the situation 
in Mongolia is unpleasant. International organizations also 
agree, and mention in their reports, that corruption still aff ects 
business in Mongolia to a large extent. The World Bank´s 
(2010) Investment Climate Survey concluded that: ´Corruption 
in Mongolia, including bribery, raises the costs and risks of 
doing business and the overall Mongolian business climate´. 
Since governmental control over the social, ethical as well as 
environmental performance of companies - particularly in the 
mining sector, was lacking; activism by stakeholder groups has 
become one of the critical drivers that has forced fi rms to speak 
out and act on CSR.

Philanthropic responsibility
As Crane and Matt en (2008) state, philanthropic responsibility 
in Europe and United States tends to be compulsory via the legal 
framework, while in developing countries - mostly in Asia, it is 
based on cultural factors. In Mongolia, practicing Buddhism, 
philanthropy is an expected norm for society. Based on the 
general principles of Buddhism, the rich should help the poor; 
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with the most common form of charity being to benefi t the poor 
by giving money, clothes, homes, food, and by helping orphans 
or any other appropriate help.
Another reason is the immaturity of the CSR concept itself. As 
can be seen from the survey presented above, the understanding 
of the meaning of socially responsible is still poor in societies, 
and people equate responsibility with philanthropy. Thus, this 
type of responsibility is common in Mongolia.

Conclusion
This paper describes the present conditions of CSR 
implementation in the Mongolian business sector. The main 
results of this research are twofold. First, summarizing the 
present condition in Mongolia, we conclude that the concept 
itself is not strengthened in business environment, and society 
perceives it as the program of charity or donation. Second, 
managerial staff  is not concerned intensely on every single 
CSR activities, essential to environment protection. It could 
be explained that individual market-oriented companies may 
not be able to appropriately connect their strategies with 
social aspects. There are no codes and standards on national 
language, everyone does what they think is right by themselves; 
thus, national and international policy makers should actively 
promote the creation and enforcement of obligations to be 
responsible on companies. It is important to mention here that 
the NGOs and public-private partnerships are necessary to 
promote bett er performance in the fi eld in Mongolia.
Additionally, authors state that there is actual necessity to expand 
the practice of reporting responsible activities to the society, 
which as a result will change the mistaken understanding of 
CSR within all stakeholders. However, it should be classifi ed by 
the size of the business organization, and identify the associated 

performance, thus increasing the possibility of progress in 
this area. Additionally, the supportive activities such as state 
encouragement, enhancement of education and training of 
within young generation, along with the establishment of 
continuous report of organizations about their CSR activity to 
the society can facilitate the development of this aspect in the 
future in Mongolia.
Next, the confl ict surrounding understanding and realization 
of CSR in practice shows that it is necessary to investigate the 
applicability of existing theory in diff erent context of culture, 
religion and economic development. Even though several 
empirical studies suggest that culture may have an important 
infl uence on perceived CSR priorities, it would thus be of interest 
to learn how the nature of CSR in developing countries, and how 
it varies between countries in Asia and Europe. Our fi ndings 
prove the research observation suggested by Visser (2009), that 
in developing countries, economic responsibilities still get the 
most emphasis. Then philanthropy is given second highest 
priority, followed by legal and then ethical responsibilities.
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Abstract
Nowadays, computer literacy is one of the required conditions 
demanded by an employer, who wants to success in today’s 
labour market. Unfortunately a so called necessary minimum 
of knowledge is not exactly defi ned. Computer literacy is an important 
part of basic education in the Czech Republic. Our educators face 
a diffi  cult issue of assessing a level of computer literacy among 
our students. Because of that, this case study compares two tools 
used for testing of computer literacy. We selected two testing tools 
for this study, the Original Testing System (OTS) and the Modifi ed 
Testing System (MTS), and then investigated them thoroughly by 
quantitative comparison. This quantitative comparison of those 
testing tools was done using data collected from a freshman-level 
Word and Excel course in fall 2010 semester in the University 
of West Bohemia (UWB). Comparison was based on an analysis 
of the performance of 138 students att ending this course. We analyzed 
correlations between scores from our two testing instruments. We 
conducted a paired sample t-test for the sake of comparison of the 
students’ performance between their examination scores. This study 
has its limitations, which were discussed in the paper. Directions 
and recommendations for a future work were included based 
on those limitations.
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Introduction
Information age is around us and more and more people are 
forced to live and work using information and communication 
technology. Because of this fast changing society and workplace, 
it is very important for citizens and employees to understand 
and be able to use a technology around them. But when can 
we say that a person is computer literate and when we cannot? 
That is the question. For everyone that line is somewhere else 
and unfortunately there is no uniform defi nition.
Question of knowledge and skill evaluation of students is very 
current nowadays, which is proved by current eff ort of Ministry 
of Education, Youth and Sports. It wants to initiate evaluation 
of students in fi fth and ninth grade and initiate state graduation 
exams. The issue of evaluation is a cynosure even in foreign 
countries (Creighton et al., 2006). That is proved by existence 
of several institutions, specialized in this issue. They are for 
example Qualifi cations and Curriculum Development Agency, 
Education Testing Service, European Computer Driving License 
Foundation. Work on evaluation tool for measurement in an 
area of computer literacy started in 1983, when a team of experts 
was created. Their goal was not only to create a tool, but also to 
defi ne the term computer literacy (Lockheed et al., 1983). Main 
accomplishment of this expert team was creation of evaluation 
tools set, that measured usage of particular computer programs, 
programming and knowledge of computer terminology in 
addition to social aspects of work with computer. Nowadays, 
two main approaches are chosen in an area of measurement of 
computer literacy. The fi rst one is measuring computer literacy 
using self evaluation (Kontos G., 2007 or Berger C. F., Carlson 
E. A., 1988), the second one is focused on measurement using 
practical assignments (ECDL, 2010 or ETS, 2010). The second 
approach is dominant thanks to its focus and worldwide 

extension. Because of that, authors of this paper tend to prefer 
this approach of measurement.
Our educators face the challenging issue when they have 
to ascertain computer literacy level among our students. 
On account of that, a main purpose of this case study was to 
assess student’s computer literacy using two diff erent testing 
approaches. The particular objectives of this research were:

To make a quantitative comparison of our two testing • 
tools: the Original Testing System (OTS) and the Modifi ed 
Testing System (MTS). And to examine advantages and 
disadvantages of each testing tool.
To fi nd out if in our case, there is any correlation between • 
the OTS testing scores and the MTS testing scores.
To fi nd out if in our case there is any diff erence between the • 
mean OTS testing scores and the mean MTS testing scores.

Material and Methods
“Computer literacy is a term that has been widely discussed, 
but whose meaning has rarely been agreed upon (Lockheed et 
al, 1983).” Those words remain as true today as they were when 
they were fi rst writt en over a decade ago. The exact origin of the 
term computer literacy is unclear. Kurshan (in Hess, 1994) has 
reported that computer literacy courses were introduced at many 
colleges as early as 1965. The term computer literacy was also 
promoted in the early 1970s by Arthur Luehrmann in an eff ort 
to promote understanding of the uses of computers as opposed 
to the workings of computers. Luehrmann has also coined one 
of the more concise and pragmatic defi nitions of computer 
literacy (in Lockheed et al, 1983): “If you can tell the computer 
how to do things you want it to, you are computer literate.” This 
defi nition has an advantage, because it admits a continuum of 
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computer skill levels and it also allows for a concept of computer 
literacy that is both technology and environment or context 
dependent. Computer literacy can thus be seen to comprise 
multiple elements ranging from a spectrum of skills for using 
a computer, to broader defi nitions that att empt to describe an 
impact of computers on society and changes in society wrought 
by an advent of the so-called “information age”.
All freshman students at the Faculty of Education, University 
of West Bohemia are required to fi nish a basic common 
curriculum that includes courses in these areas of education: 
Math, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geography and other basic 
courses. In addition, all these students must fi nish the course 
called “Introduction to the Processing of Textual Information 
and Basics of Data Processing”. Both courses are for freshmen 
students. Specifi cally, these courses are aimed to teach how to 
work with MS Word, MS Excel and MS Access. Students may 
use e-learning support, which were developed for both courses. 
This e-learning support contains a necessary expository text, 
which is completed by large amounts of multimedia elements 
(video sequences, animation). Thanks to these multimedia 
elements, learning is more eff ective and dynamic. For those 
who are interested, the e-learning support is available at: htt p://
www.kvd.zcu.cz/cz/materialy/uzti7_kn/uzti/word_2007/index.
htm - but only in Czech language.

The original testing system (OTS)
This testing system was developed at the Department of 
Computer Science and Educational Technology, Faculty of 
Education, University of West Bohemia. The major characteristic 
of the OTS is theoretical orientation on Word, Excel and 
Access. The OTS includes a test batt ery which off ers a single 
choice (true/false questions) or multiple choice questions to 

the students. The OTS also contains two practical exercises 
which should validate the skills of students. One demerit of this 
system is that the correct or plausible answer by a student may 
be judged “incorrect” in some rare situations because of the fact 
that simulated environment may not be able to recognize the 
way of accomplishing the task. 
As mentioned above, this testing system was created by 
employees of the KVD FPE. It was sometimes around a year 
2000, when methodology of International Computer Driving 
Licence (ICDL) was not fully developed yet. Which is a main 
diff erence compared to undermentioned MTS testing system, 
that was created on basis of ICDL methodology. Also, when 
you consider current knowledge in the fi eld, theoretical and 
practical part of OTS does not look valid enough. On the other 
hand, MTS att empts to refl ect current viewpoints of computer 
literacy. Constructivism fundamentals are used to create its 
questions, which in addition to ICDL methodology should 
provide testing tool, which is valid enough for today’s age.

The modifi ed testing system (MTS)
The comparison tool for testing was the modifi ed testing 
system (MTS). Basis of this system consists of the Computer 
Skills Placement (CSP) assesment (Computer Skills Placement, 
2010). CSP was introduced in June (2006) at the ACCUPLACER 
conference. It was developed in collaboration with the 
CollegeBoard and ACCUPLACER as a component of the 
International Computer Driving Licence (ICDL), which is 
also called the European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL) 
Certifi cation program (European Computer Driving Licence 
Foundation, 2010) and is based on the world’s leading basic 
computer skills program that currently has over 6 million 
participants in over 140 countries. This system’s theoretical part 
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is opposed to the OTS. It has moreover fi ll-in-blank questions, 
short answer questions and matching questions. Furthermore, 
the practical part of the MTS is connected to a MySQL database 
and is easily modifi able.
A testing system similar to MTS is Internet and Computing Core 
Certifi cation (IC³). Internet and Computing Core Certifi cation is 
designed to validate an individual’s basic computer skills and 
Internet knowledge to promote success in school, work, and life 
(Certiport, 2010). This group of testing tools usually includes a 
set of skills and knowledge base, against which the test subjects 
would be compared. Although suppliers that provide the tests 
often claim that the tests can be adapted, adjusted or modifi ed 
to fi t the specifi c needs of the submitt ers, it seems that the 
customization is quite limited (if possible at all) compared to 
the fi rst group of testing tools. The instructors would not have 
much need for a change of the tests and the administration of 
the exam would be therefore easier. 

Research methodology
The research in this study is quantitative and is centered about 
the following research questions: Is there any correlation 
between testing scores of the OTS method and the testing scores 
of the MTS method? Is there any diff erence between the mean 
testing scores of the OTS method and the mean testing scores of 
the MTS method?
To assess the strength of the linear relationship between two 
test scores, Pearson’s correlation coeffi  cient (r) is used. And to 
fi nd out statistical signifi cance of r, we are using a t-test. The 
two hypotheses for this test are:
H0: r = 0
Ha: r <> 0

If a p-value for this test is very low (for example less than 0.05), 
it would mean that there is evidence to reject the null hypothesis 
in favor of the alternative hypothesis. Other explanation is that 
there is a statistically signifi cant relation between the two test 
scores. 
On the contrary, for comparison of the means of two variables 
within a single group the paired-sample t test is used. Which 
means a paired t-test is usually used to compare means of the 
same or related subject over a period of time or in diff ering 
circumstances. In case of our study, it was used to determine if 
there was a statistically signifi cant diff erence between the MTS 
test scores and the OTS test scores among our 138 students.
The paired t-test is in fact a test in which a diff erence between 
two observations is 0. In that case, if D stands for the diff erence 
between observations, the hypotheses are: 
Ho: D = 0 (the diff erence between the two observations is 0)
Ha: D <> 0 (the diff erence is not 0)
The t is a test statistic with n -1 degrees of freedom. If the 
p-value conjugated with t is low (less than 0.05), there is a 
strong evidence for rejection of the null hypothesis. Therefore, 
we would have the evidence that there is a diff erence in means 
athwart the paired observations.
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Results 
In 2010, at the end of the fall, during winter semester, students 
from four classes of “Introduction to the Processing of Textual 
Information and Basics of Data Processing” were given two 
fi nal exams:  30 questions and 2 practical exercises from the OTS 
and the MTS exam, which also consisted of 30 questions plus 2 
practical exercises. The OTS exam was applied fi rst. When the 
OTS exam fi nished, students were given codes to allow them to 
access the MTS exam. Students were made to believe that both 
test scores would be regarded with in calculating their fi nal 
exam grade and fi nal semester grade, which turned out to be a 
strong motivation.
All collected data were introduced into the STATISTIKA, 
a statistical and mathematical software package. We used 
descriptive statistics to analyze the data to get a demographic 
summary of 138 students. Then we used correlation and 
paired-samples T test in inferential statistics to test two pairs of 
hypotheses.
This study examined performance of 138 students in four classes 
in both courses. In the sample were more females (56.2%) than 
males (43.8%).  The t-test was administered to test each of two 
pairs of hypotheses. The fi rst pair of hypotheses examined if 
there is any correlation between the testing scores of the OTS 
test and the testing scores of the MTS test. The p-value was 
calculated from the test scores and any value less than 0.05, was 
rejected. First hypothesis was rejected solely on this basis. That 
was because there is the evidence to reject the null hypothesis 
in favor of the other hypothesis, or that there is a statistically 
signifi cant connection between the scores of those two tests (see 
Table 1 for details).

N Correlation Sig.
Pair 1   MTS score
             OTS score 

138 .724 .000 (**)

Table 1. Paired Samples Correlations
The second pair of hypotheses establishes if there is a statistically 
signifi cant diff erence between the MTS test scores and the 
OTS test scores. A p-value was calculated from test scores 
and any value less than 0.05, was rejected. Second hypothesis 
was therefore rejected on this basis. That was because there is 
an evidence to reject the null hypothesis in favor of the other 
hypothesis, or that there is a statistically signifi cant diff erence 
between the MTS test scores and the OTS test scores (see Table 
2 and Table 3 for details).

Mean N Std. 
Deviation

Std. 
Error 
Mean

Pair 1                    MTS score
                       OTS score

57.76 138 9.395 .818

67.45 138 9.640 .839
Table 2. Paired Samples Statistics

Paired Diff erences ((MTS_Score – OTS_
Score)

t df Sig. 
(2-tailed)

Mean Std. 
devia.

Std. 
error 
Mean

95% 
Confi dence 

Interval of the 
diff erence

Lower Upper
-9.689 7.071 .615 -10.907 -8.472 -15.743 131 .000(**)

Table 3. Paired Samples Test

** Diff erence is signifi cant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Discussion 
Pearson’s correlation was used for an evaluation of a linear 
relationship between MTS scores and OTS scores. In this 
evaluation a statistically signifi cant linear relationship 
was discovered. Using Pearson’s correlation coeffi  cient, a 
relationship between OTS score and MTS score was r(130) = 
0.724, p < 0.001. From these data, the mean (SD) for the MTS test 
is 57.76(9.395) and for the OTS test it is 67.45 (9.640). Because the 
p value is very close to 0.000, it seems that the two test scores 
are highly correlated. Even though we felt that the tests similar 
to the OTS may be superior to MTS (or resembling test tools), 
after three quantitative analysis, we feel that both testing tools 
could be viable options and can be used to a certain degree in 
some situations. For example we would recommend MTS (or 
resembling test) in case there are instructors available to slightly 
modify and customize the tests.
A cut-score logically need to be set if one of these tests is used 
for a bypass test as computer literacy requirement. Or if it is 
used as a testing tool for “credit-by-exam” classes. It always 
will be a challenging and diffi  cult issue to do so, objectively and 
correctly (exactly the right number). Process of sett ing cut-score 
very much depends on capacity of educators involved and it 
is always a matt er of judgment. Our suggestion is that the cut-
score is set to be an equal to the mean plus standard deviation. 
Therefore, in case of the MTS test, we recommend that the cut-
score should be set to 57.76 + 9.395 = 67.155 or 67, and for the 
OTS test, the cut-score should be set to 67.45 + 9.640 = 77.090 or 
77.
This study was centered mainly on this two testing tools, the 
Original testing system (OTS) and the Modifi ed testing system 
(MTS). We choose them both, because we think that they 
represent two main groups of testing tools very well. But on the 

market, there is yet another group of testing tools: Information 
and Communication Technology (ICT) Literacy Assessment 
(Honey, M., Pasnik, S. and Fasca, C., 2006). Two major examples 
from this group are iCritical thinking - Information and 
Communication Technology Literacy Test by Education Testing 
Service (Education Testing Service, 2010) and on-Screen Test 
for ICT at Key Stage 3 (National Assessment Agency, 2010, 
Qualifi cations and Curriculum Authority, 2010). The iCritical 
thinking (formerly known as iSkills or ICT Literacy Assessment), 
which was developed by Education Testing Service (ETS), is a 
comprehensive test of ICT profi ciency originally aimed for 
higher-education environment. iCritical thinking test divides 
ICT literacy into seven key abilities: access, create, defi ne, 
evaluate, manage, integrate and communicate. It is scenario-
based test and it measures technological literacy. It means a 
measure of how well can students apply their computer skills 
and knowledge into real-life scenarios. That often includes 
sifting through multiple information resources and applications 
(like websites, emails, charts, spreadsheets, databases and search 
engines). After that, it needs to be decided which sources to use 
and then use them eff ectively. While we agree that goals of this 
test are a litt le lofty, the idea, in our opinion is very interesting 
and intensions of this test are certainly good. We still think that 
the ICT Literacy Assessment is much more involved and the 
students’ performance may be aff ected very signifi cantly by 
some other known factors (e.g., cognitive skills, critical and 
logical thinking skills, etc.) and maybe even some unknown 
ones. It is however diffi  cult in this stage of research to compare 
these three approaches (e.g., compare iCritical thinking, OTS, 
and MTS) and analyze them quantitatively or qualitatively.
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Conclusion
Based upon the results of our quantitative study, we concluded 
that the testing scores of the OTS and the testing scores of the 
MTS are highly correlated. We also concluded that there is a 
signifi cant diff erence between the mean testing scores of the OTS 
and the mean testing scores of the MTS as administrated in UWB 
in fall 2010. We speculate that portable and mobile computing 
technologies are very much the defi ning technologies of this 
decade. The Internet has connected PCs around the globe, but 
PCs for the most part have remained stationary devices. Wireless 
technology truly frees laptops to be mobile, providing the ability 
to connect to the Internet from anywhere and at any moment. 
Portability frees an application from a particular platform at a 
particular location. In essence, portability and mobility imply 
access to information and the ability to communicate from any 
place and at any time (Hoff man, 2003). In this regard, we think 
a so called system of cloud computing will be supported more 
widely. 
We can anticipate an advancement in defi nition of computer 
literacy in this context. Transfer of education materials into 
electronic form can be expected, because of need to use them 
in mobile devices (PDA, cell phones, Ipads,…). This need will 
be very challenging for researchers involved in this study. 
Because of it, they will be forced to transfer e-learning courses 
(didactic tests), they are currently using, to the needs of today’s 
mobile devices. At the present time, we are undergoing quasi-
standardization of the MTS test and we know already, that we 
will have to adjust some parts of it, which we discovered during 
evaluations. There were elements of the test, which were too 
diffi  cult or by contrast too easy. Evaluations of the MTS tests 
were done in agreement with methodology used in Chráska 
(1999) and Gavora (2000). In the next semester, there will be 

a verifi cation of the problematic parts in tests, that were now 
adjusted. And simultaneously, as was noted above, we will 
need to think up a modifi cation of test, which will put much 
more emphasis to ability of using internet browser. It will open 
a gate to future full use of cloud computing.
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